. Assembly summaries. N50: a weighted median statistic such that 50% of the entire assembly is contained in contigs or scaffolds equal to or larger than this value. CEGMA (Core Eukaryotic Genes Mapping Approach): % complete or partial presence of a core set of eukaryotic genes. See Table 1 has been successfully reared from. Abundance was calculated as the number of individuals of each species reared in total from all hosts combined. Both measures were taken from (4), itself a compilation of published sources and the authors' own rearing data. Ancestral Ne (of older ancestor) and T2 are the ML parameter estimates from the best-fit model for each species (Table 1) . P values cited are for two-tailed Spearman's rank correlations and phylogenetic independent contrasts (sister group comparisons only) calculated using the R package 'caper' (5).
Suppl. Info 2. Generating constraint data & testing for selective constraint SNP-converted fasta sequences were created for each individual using the SelectVariants and FastaAlternateReferenceMaker walkers of GATK and VCF files. Potential coding regions were identified in each genome assembly by BlastX using the gene set of the chalcid Nasonia vitripennis (http://arthropods.eugenes.org/genes2/nasonia/genes/) for parasitoids and an oak gallwasp gene set from Biorhiza pallida (6) for gallwasps. These matching regions were expanded by up to 10 000 bp in flanking sequence and then refined into coding sequence using Exonerate (7) and the corresponding highest-scoring BlastX protein to define exons. The resulting coding sequence coordinates were used to excise sequences from the per individual fasta sequences with bedtools (8) and custom scripts. Multiple sequence alignments were created for all individuals per species with translatorX (9). Alignments containing internal stop codons were removed. Four-fold degenerate sites and polymorphisms were predicted for each alignment with polydNdS of the libsequence package (10); alignments containing polydNdS-predicted internal stop codons were also removed.
Given that assembly quality and genome composition varied among species, we tested whether the average level of constraint due to background selection differed between species. Average constraint was measured as the ratio of mean within population diversity at all sites (π all ) relative to the diversity at synonymous (four-fold degenerate) sites (πs) in single copy coding genes, which we assumed to evolve neutrally (11) . As expected, π all was smaller than πs for the majority of species: π all /πs ranged from 0.55 to 1.48. Importantly, however, selective constraint as measured by π all /πs did not differ between trophic level (Mann-Whitney test, W = 9, p = 0.199). We therefore conducted all analyses without species-specific constraints. Table S2 . Specimens used for genome sequencing Sampling location for individual wasps used for genome sequencing (see Table 1 for species abbreviations). See (6) Table 1 Supp. Info 3. Assessing the power of the inference framework To assess the power of our composite likelihood framework to distinguish between models we conducted a simple simulation study: we picked one of the 48 possible models at random and chose a random set of model parameters (by picking parameter values uniformly from the range of observed estimates). Applying our model selection to 100 such datasets, each simulated for a random point in model and parameter space, showed that model selection based on lnCL can identify the correct topology and admixture direction in 100 % of cases and the correct relationship of ancestral and current Ne parameters in 75 % of cases. 
